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CityGML is the most important international standard that is used to model
cities and landscapes in 3D. Compared to BIM standards such as IFC, CityGML
models are usually less detailed but they cover a much greater spatial extent. They
are also available in any of ﬁve standardised levels of detail. CityGML serves as an
exchange format and as a data source for visualisations, either in dedicated applications or in a web browser. It can also be used for a great number of spatial analyses, such as visibility studies and solar potential. Ongoing research will improve
the integration of BIM standards with CityGML, making improved data exchange
possible throughout the life-cycle of urban and environmental processes.
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1 Introduction

This chapter will give an explanation of the
standard while addressing its main principles. The overview of the chapter is as follows:

Municipalities and other governmental organisations are increasingly using 3D city
and landscape models to maintain and plan
the environment (see Figure 1 for an example). These models contain 3D data about
urban objects such as buildings, roads, and
waterways; and the data is collected, maintained and used in applications for urban
planning and environmental simulations.
Examples of such applications are estimating the shadows cast by buildings and vegetation, simulations of ﬂoods and noise
propagation, and predicting how much a
roof is exposed to sun for assessing the
feasibility of installing a solar panel. An
overview of applications of 3D city models
is available in Biljecki et al. [2015]. The most
prominent international standard to deﬁne
the content of 3D city and landscape models
is CityGML Open Geospatial Consortium
[2012]; Gröger and Plümer [2012]. The standard was established in 2008 by the Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC) and is an application independent information model
and exchange format for 3D city and landscape models. It models semantics, geometry, topology and the appearance of objects. The standard is supported by an increasing number of vendors who provide
import and export functionalities as well
as viewers. CityGML database implementations are also available.

• Brief overview of the main principles of
the standard (Section 2)
• The principle of the Level of Detail
(LOD) of CityGML (Section 3)
• Validation of CityGML datasets (Section 4)
• Viewing CityGML data over the Web
(Section 5)
• Applications of 3D city models (Section 6)
• Integration between BIM and 3D GIS:
IFC and CityGML (Section 7)
• Integration between BIM and 3D GIS:
gbXML and CityGML (Section 8)
• Concluding remarks (Section 9)

2 What is CityGML? A short
introduction
CityGML was originally developed by the
members of the Special Interest Group
3D (SIG 3D) of the initiative Geodata Infrastructure North-Rhine Westphalia (GDI
NRW) in Germany. However, it is now
an open standard developed and maintained by the Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC).

CityGML deﬁnes ways to describe the geometry and attributes of most of the common 3D features and objects found in cities,
such as buildings, roads, rivers, bridges, vegetation and city furniture. These can be
supplemented with textures and/or colours
to give a better impression of their appearance. Speciﬁc relationships between
diﬀerent objects can also be stored using
Figure 1: A subset of the Hague in CityGML, CityGML, for example that a building is decontaining terrain and buildings. composed into three parts, or that a buildCities are increasingly investing in ing has a both a carport and a balcony.
CityGML datasets and they are re- CityGML deﬁnes diﬀerent standard levels
leasing them as open data. Data of detail (LODs) for 3D objects. These procourtesy of the City of the Hague. vide the possibility to represent objects for
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diﬀerent applications and purposes (Section 3).

(such as a set of roads), or a predeﬁned
LOD. The structure of a CityGML ﬁle is
a hierarchy that ultimately reaches down
The types of objects stored in CityGML
to individual objects and their attributes.
are grouped into diﬀerent modules. These
These objects have a geometry that is
are:
described using the Geography Markup
• Appearance: textures and materials for Language (GML) 3.2.1 OGC [2012].
other types
• Bridge: bridge-related structures, pos- Another important implementation of
CityGML is 3D City Database (3D City
sibly split into parts
DB) 3dc [2017].
It is an open source
• Building: the exterior and possibly the database schema that implements the
interior of buildings with individual CityGML standard on top of a standard
surfaces that represent doors, windows, spatial relational database (Oracle and
etc.
PostGIS). The 3D City DB content can be
exported into KML, COLLADA, and glTF
• CityFurniture: benches, traﬃc lights,
formats for the visualisation in a broad
signs, etc.
range of applications such as Google Earth,
• CityObjectGroup: groups of objects of ArcGIS, and the WebGL-based Cesium
Virtual Globe.
other types
• Generics: other types that are not explicitly covered
• LandUse: areas that reﬂect diﬀerent
land uses, such as urban, agricultural,
etc.

2.2 Geometry

Since CityGML is an application schema for
GML, all geometries supported by GML are
Transportation: roads, railways and supported by CityGML with one exception:
squares
while GML allows the use of non-linear geTunnel: tunnels, possibly split into ometries, CityGML uses linear ones only.
Areal features are represented by trianparts
gles and polygons, while volumetric geVegetation: areas with vegetation or in- ometries are represented with a boundary
dividual trees
representation scheme (b-rep) using triangles/polygons.
WaterBody: lakes, rivers, canals, etc.

• Relief : the shape of the terrain
•
•
•
•

It is possible to extend this list with new
classes and attributes by deﬁning Application Domain Extensions (ADEs). See Section 6.

For representing the exterior of a building, the natural choice is a gml:Solid (without interior shells) because it is a volumetric object that must be watertight. Using
a gml:Solid however implies that the exterior envelope is a 2-manifold, and while
2.1 Implementation
the vast majority of buildings can be modelled this way, there are buildings whose exIn its most common implementation, terior envelope is self-tangent. For these, a
which is the one generally used to dissemi- gml:Solid should not be used, and its extenate and exchange data, CityGML datasets rior boundary must instead be stored with a
consist of a set of plain text ﬁles (XML ﬁles) gml:MultiSurface, i.e. a set of disorganised
and possibly some accompanying image surfaces. Another important rule is that the
ﬁles that are used as textures. Each text ﬁle orientation of the surfaces of a gml:Solid
can represent a part of the dataset, such as must be consistent. A complete list of propa speciﬁc region, objects of a speciﬁc type erties can be found in Ledoux [2013].
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3 LOD in CityGML

features. An example of such analyses is
simulating ﬂoods for predicting damage of
buildings Amirebrahimi et al. [2016] and
3D city models may be derived in diﬀerent for navigation Vanclooster et al. [2016]; Kim
levels of detail (LODs), depending on the ac- and Wilson [2014].
quisition technique and intended applicaWhile many spatial analyses are possible
tion of the data Kolbe [2009]. CityGML supwith any of these LODs, data in ﬁner LODs
ports storing multiple representations, and
usually comes at a higher accuracy and it
it diﬀerentiates them by deﬁning ﬁve LODs
may bring more reliable results in a spadepending on the geometric and semantic
tial analysis Biljecki et al. [2017]. However,
complexity of the model (Figure 2).
these beneﬁts come at a cost, as datasets
For buildings, the following LODs are de- modelled at high LODs require more laboscribed. LOD0 is a footprint containing its rious acquisition approaches.

elevation and optionally a polygon representing the roof edges. Such models present
the transition from 2D to 3D GIS, and they
do not contain volumetric features. LOD1 is
a block model that is usually derived by extruding a footprint to a uniform height Arroyo Ohori et al. [2015]. Nowadays they are
used for a wide range of applications, such
as computational ﬂuid dynamics Amorim
et al. [2012]. LOD1 models may be acquired
automatically with a number of diﬀerent
techniques, such as using existing data
in cadastral databases or analysing point
clouds derived from airborne laser scanning. Such a favourable balance between usability and easy of acquisition makes LOD1
models popular and widely available Biljecki et al. [2017]. LOD2 mandates a generalised roof shape and larger roof superstructures. As such, LOD2 models are useful
for rooftop solar potential estimations Bremer et al. [2016]. They are usually obtained with photogrammetric techniques,
and may be derived automatically Haala
and Kada [2010]. LOD3 is a detailed architectural model containing roof overhangs,
openings, and other façade details. Models at LOD3 are usually obtained with a conversion from BIM models or from terrestrial laser scanning Donkers et al. [2016].
The presence of windows and other details
makes them useful in applications such as
energy simulations Previtali et al. [2014];
Monien et al. [2017]. The LOD taxonomy
of CityGML is completed by LOD4, which
is an LOD3 containing indoor features such
as rooms and furniture. LOD4 marks the
boundary of GIS and BIM. Datasets modelled at LOD4 are useful for spatial analyses that integrate both outdoor and indoor

In CityGML, besides the geometric content, each LOD also implies a certain level
of semantic information Stadler and Kolbe
[2007]. For example, in LOD2 the geometry may be classiﬁed into RoofSurface,
GroundSurface, and WallSurface among others, which is not possible at LOD1. Nevertheless, CityGML is ﬂexible and it does not
mandate semantics, e.g. an LOD2 with only
geometry and no semantic diﬀerentiation
is valid Biljecki et al. [2016].

4 Validation of CityGML
datasets
Collecting geographical data about existing
physical objects, which is done with different acquisition devices (laserscanners,
cameras, total-stations), is prone to errors.
These errors often propagate to errors in
the 3D objects reconstructed, e.g. part of
a roof missing, a bridge not connected to
the shore, two houses slightly overlapping,
houses “ﬂoating” a few centimetres above
the ground, etc. Such errors are problematic for diﬀerent reasons: (1) they hinder
interoperability since it can be impossible
to convert one format to another if for instance a solid is not watertight; (2) several
spatial operations require valid datasets, e.g.
if the non-watertight solid is to be used in an
application where its volume is necessary,
it will be impossible to compute it Steuer
et al. [2015]; (3) even for simply visualising a
datasets, errors such as duplicated surfaces
or surfaces wrongly orientation will cause
artefacts that distract the user.
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Figure 2: CityGML datasets at diﬀerent LODs: LOD1 (top left), LOD2 (top right), LOD3
(bottom left), and LOD4 (bottom right). Data courtesy of: Kadaster, AHN, City of
Rotterdam, and Karlsruhe Institute of Technology.
The validation of a CityGML dataset means
that one must ensure that it conforms to
the standardised speciﬁcations and deﬁnitions as given in Open Geospatial Consortium [2012]. In general, ﬁve aspects of data
quality should be ensured OGC [2016]; van
Walstijn [2015]:

errors are possible, e.g. duplicated bounding surfaces, non-watertight boundary, intersecting surfaces, etc. The validation of
solids is solved: details of the methodology
are available in Ledoux [2013], and there is
an open-source implementation available2 .
However, (City)GML datasets contain more
3D primitives, since primitives can be combined into either aggregates or composites;
see Figure 3. An aggregate is an arbitrary
collection of primitives of the same dimensionality that is simply used to bundle together geometries; the topological relationships between the primitives are not prescribed. GML has classes for each dimensionality (Multi*), the most relevant ones
in our context are MultiSurface (often used
for the geometry of a building) and MultiSolid. A composite of dimension 𝑑 is a collection of 𝑑-dimensional primitives whose
union forms a valid 𝑑-dimensional primitive. The most relevant example in our
context is a CompositeSolid, which is often
used to represent the volumetric part of a
building in CityGML. We are not aware of
software implementations that are capable

1. schema conformance;
2. geometry;
3. semantics;
4. conformance requirements;
5. application-speciﬁc rules.
Tools for the ﬁrst aspect, which means to
verify whether the structure of a GML ﬁle
conforms to the schemas, are readily available, and this can be considered a solved
problem in practice. An open-source tooling that can be used is Apache Xerces1 .
For the geometry, the validation means that
we need to check whether a given 3D primitive respects the standardised deﬁnitions.
For the volumetric primitive Solid, several
1 http://xerces.apache.org

2 https://github.com/tudelft3d/val3dity
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Figure 3: The 3D geometric primitives used in CityGML.
of validating such 3D primitives.

MultiSurface, but if this is the case all applications requiring volumes are not possible without additional processing. Another
example is to have consistent attributes (e.g.
codes) of buildings when estimating their
energy demand. Such inconsistencies may
propagate errors when the data is used
across diﬀerent software packages.

The features in CityGML can have semantics, for instance each of the surfaces used to
represent a building can be a semantic class
(e.g. roof, wall, window, etc.), which deﬁnes
its real-world meaning. Depending on the
LOD, a semantic surface in a building can
be one of nine classes. While it is impossible to validate with 100% certainty the semantics of the surfaces of a building, it is
possible to infer it from the orientation of
a surface Boeters et al. [2015]; Wagner et al.
[2015].

5 Viewing CityGML data over
the Web

Conformance requirements refer to statements made in the international standard
document Open Geospatial Consortium
[2012] that cannot be directly implemented.
They require the translation of the concept,
stated in natural language, into veriﬁable
functions. An example is that if a building is one homogeneous part it should be
represented as one Building, but diﬀerent
BuildingParts should be used if the roof
types or if the number of storeys diﬀer, or
if the addresses are diﬀerent. The validation of these requirements require either
extra knowledge (information about the addresses in the area) or require specifying
what diﬀerent roof types mean.

CityGML presents an appealing solution for
the storage and exchange of 3D city models
because it combines geometry and semantics in a single data model. However, efﬁciently visualising 3D geometries and semantic information stored in CityGML is
complex. A number of desktop viewers
are available for the local visualisation of
CityGML data such as FZK Viewer, FME Data
Inspector and azul. However, the visualisation of CityGML models on the web is however still a challenging area since CityGML
is designed for the representation of 3D city
models and not for presenting or visualising the 3D city models directly on web.

Application-speciﬁc rules are rules that are
not speciﬁed in the standard, but that are required in practice. One example is that a
building can be required to have a ground
ﬂoor to form a volume.

Among other issues, large CityGML XML
ﬁles often cannot be rendered directly on
a web browser due to memory constraints.
Sometimes 3D data cannot be visualised as
the user did not install the right browser
plug-ins.

Applications of 3D city models (see Section 6) may be aﬀected by missing information and/or inconsistencies in the data,
which are not speciﬁed in the standard. For
instance, that a volume of a building can
only be computed if it is modelled by a solid
(with a ground ﬂoor). CityGML speciﬁes
that buildings can be represented with a

Visualising CityGML over the web requires
separating the geometric information from
the semantic information in the commonly used 3D graphics formats and using these formats to visualise the model.
Several 3D graphical standards like X3D3 ,
3 http://www.web3d.org/x3d/what-x3d
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KML4 /COLLADA5 , etc. can be used. It
should be noted that when CityGML data is
converted to those formats to be able to visualise the data over the Web, often the rich
semantics of CityGML are lost.
X3D (Extensible 3D) is an XML-based, open
3D data format that is used for representing
3D scenes in a web environment. It is the
successor of VRML6 (Virtual Reality Modelling Language). Several studies have been
conducted to visualise CityGML data over
the web browser using X3D. Mao et al. Mao
and Ban [2011] developed a framework for
the online visualisation of CityGML models. In his approach, 3D scenes are generated from the CityGML data based on
the geometric and semantic information,
which are then viewed in the web browser
using X3DOM. Supporting the importance
of X3D, Prieto et al. Prieto et al. [2012] introduced a framework for the visualisation of
CityGML data over the web (without any dependency of plug-ins) using X3D and W3DS
(Web 3D Service).

Figure 4: 3D city model of a part of Delft,
the Netherlands rendered over Cesium in KML/COLLADA format.

to freely move around in the virtual environment by changing the viewing angle and
position. To develop cross-platform and
cross-browser applications, several WebGL
based virtual globes have been developed
like Cesium JS7 , OpenWebGlobe8 or WebGLEarth9 , etc.. A virtual globe worth mentioning is Cesium. Cesium is an open-source
JavaScript library to create 3D virtual globes
as well as 2D maps on a web browser. However, Cesium does not directly support rendering of CityGML data. As part of preprocessing, CityGML can be converted to
KML using 3D City DB, which is used for visualisation on the Cesium globeChaturvedi
et al. [2015]. With 3D City DB, it is possible to export the geometric information of
the 3D city models to interoperable format
such as KML/COLLADA. This is more suitable for visualisation purpose as compared
to CityGML (Figure 4). The semantic information can be retrieved from the the 3D
City DB using a Web Feature Service. Cesium also supports rendering 3D models in
its native format glTF10 (GL Transmission
Format). Collada2gltf & obj2glft11 are two
tools that convert COLLADA & OBJ models
to glTF for use with Cesium.

KML (Keyhole Markup Language) is a ﬁle
format used to display geographic data in
an Earth browser such as Google Earth.
KML focuses on geographic visualisation,
including annotation of maps and images,
and version 2.2 has been adopted as an
OGC implementation standard. Although
KML is not designed for 3D visualisation,
it uses COLLADA for 3D modelling. COLLADA (COLLAborative Design Activity) is
an XML-based open standard for the representation and exchange of 3D assets between applications. It focuses on the exchange of geometric data and 3D scenery.
KML/COLLADA is designed for an Earth
browser, while X3D is a better choice to
present online 3D city models because of its
compatibility with HTML and wide support
from popular browsers such as Firefox or
Chrome.
With the advances in the development of
3D web-based applications, virtual globes
have emerged as a new medium for visualising and interacting with geographic information. They provide the user ability

7 http://cesiumjs.org/

8 http://www.openwebglobe.org

4 https://developers.google.com/kml/

9 http://www.webglearth.org/

5 https://www.khronos.org/collada/

10 https://github.com/KhronosGroup/glTF

6 http://gun.teipir.gr/VRML-amgem/spec/index.html

11 https://cesiumjs.org/convertmodel.html
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6 Applications of 3D city
models

tial Consortium [2012], and Energy Nouvel et al. [2015] ADEs. ADEs can also be
modelled to support the needs of a speciﬁc domain or context like the IMGeo
(Information Model for large-scale Geographical Information) ADE in The Netherlands van den Brink et al. [2013a,b]. This
ADE models additional attributes to all
CityGML classes for speciﬁc use as national
3D standard. The IMGeo ADE also adds a
2D geometry to each class to establish a link
to the 2D reference data set, i.e. the geometries in 3D extend features that are modelled
in the 2D large-scale map. It also adds additional attributes, see Figure 5.

3D city models are nowadays used for many
diﬀerent purposes. A recent study identiﬁed 29 use cases in dozens of application
domains where 3D city models are used Biljecki et al. [2015]. These use cases range
from large-scale studies to micro analyses
focused on the building level. For example, 3D city models stored in CityGML (but
also other formats) may be used in energy
planning Agugiaro [2016], change detection Pedrinis et al. [2015], facilitating property taxation Çağdaş [2013], calculating the
sky view factor Brasebin et al. [2012], visibility studies Wróżyński et al. [2016], and thermal simulations Zucker et al. [2016].

7 Integration of BIM and 3D
GIS: IFC and CityGML

Each of these applications may require
speciﬁc semantic data. A case of such
an application is analysing building heating energy consumption, which requires
data such as building function, number
of occupants, and refurbishment information Nouvel et al. [2017]. Owing to its
structure and support for such semantic information, CityGML constitutes a powerful
platform to support applications.

BIM and 3D GIS have some overlap as they
both model buildings. However, BIM focuses on the range from a building down
to the individual components that are used
in its construction, while 3D GIS focuses on
anything from a single building up to entire
cities and countries, including both manmade and natural features. This means
that BIM data almost always contains much
While CityGML enables storing a number more detail than GIS data but it also has a
of generic attributes such as the year of con- much more limited extent.
struction of a building, it is meant as a Because both domains model buildings and
generic standard for modelling topographic constructions, in both GIS and BIM it is
features. Hence, it is not always possible to widely acknowledged that the integration of
store semantic information required by cer- their data is mutually beneﬁcial and a crutain applications.
cial step forward for future 3D city mod-

elling. Detailed BIM data can be used
to feed GIS data, providing comprehensive data for the interior of buildings—
including parts that would otherwise be
hidden—and avoiding having to create new
building models from scratch when data already exist. At the same time, the extensive
coverage and free availability of GIS data is
helpful to provide context and georeference
BIM data, enabling architects and managers
to see how a building related to the surrounding area. In addition, both types of
models can be used to perform a very large
Examples of ADEs to support particular ap- number of spatial analyses (e.g. water, noise,
plications are the Immovable Property Tax- air quality, energy, building and construcation Çağdaş [2013], Noise Open Geospa- tion).
Such domain speciﬁc information can be
modelled in CityGML either by generic
classes or by the deﬁnition of an extra formal schema based on the CityGML schema
deﬁnitions. Such a schema is called a
CityGML Application Domain Extension
(ADE). The approach of deﬁning an extra formal schema allows deﬁnition of new
classes, their relationships and attributes
and is recommended for applications that
require a large number of new features to be
deﬁned.
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class Pand
_CityObject
«featureType»
CityGML Core::_Site
+ consistsOfBuildingParts

«featureType»
Building::_AbstractBuilding
0..*
+ class: GenericName [0..1]
+ function: GenericName [0..*]
+ usage: GenericName [0..*]
+ yearOfConstruction: Year [0..1]
+ yearOfDemolition: Year [0..1]
+ roofType: GenericName [0..1]
+ measuredHeight: Length [0..1]
+ storeysAboveGround: xs::nonNegativeInteger [0..1]
+ storeysBelowGround: xs::nonNegativeInteger [0..1]
+ storeysHeightAboveGround: MeasureOrNilReasonList [0..1]
+ storeysHeightBelowGround: MeasureOrNilReasonList [0..1]
0..*
0..*
+ outerBuildingInstallation
0..*
_CityObject
«featureType»
Building::BuildingInstallation
+ class: GenericName [0..1]
+ usage: GenericName [0..*]
«attribuuttype»
+ function: GenericName [0..*]

0..*

«type»
GML::GM_MultiSurface

«featureType»
Building::BuildingPart

«ADE»

«BGT» + geometrie2dGrondvlak
«ADEElement, BGT, objecttype»
BuildingPart
«BGT, attribuuttype»
+ identificatieBAGPND: CharacterString
+ nummeraanduidingreeks: Nummeraanduidingreeks [0..*]

«featureType»
Building::Building
+ address

«datatype, BGT, groepattribuuttype»
Nummeraanduidingreeks
«BGT, attribuuttype»
+ nummeraanduidingreeks: Label
+ identificatieBAGVBOLaagsteHuisnummer: CharacterString
+ identificatieBAGVBOHoogsteHuisnummer: CharacterString [0..1]

0..*
_Feature
«featureType»
CityGML Core::Address

«ADE»
«ADEElement, objecttype»
BuildingInstallation
«attribuuttype»
+ plus-typeGebouwInstallatie: GenericName [0..1]
+ lod0GeometryGebouwInstallatie
0..1
«type»
GML::GM_Surface

«codeList, enumeratietype»
codelists::TypeGebouwInstallatiePlus
«enumeratiewaarde»
+ bordes
+ luifel
+ toegangstrap

«codelist, enumeratietype, BGT»
codelists::TypeGebouwInstallatie
«BGT, enumeratiewaarde»
+ niet-bgt

+ geometrie2dGebouwInstallatie

Figure 5: The UML diagram of IMGeo ADE for the CityGML class Building (Pand in
Dutch). The yellow parts are from the CityGML standard; the rest is the additional information in the application domain extension.

However, BIM and 3D GIS data diﬀer significantly in their modelling paradigms and
software tools, which is exempliﬁed by their
main open standards: IFC and CityGML.
These diﬀer in their approach to model geometry and semantics as well as their level
of detail.

during the building design phase, which
can diﬀer signiﬁcantly from how a building
was constructed, while CityGML models
are usually created by measuring an already
existing building. These sort of diﬀerences
are only a few that show the very diﬀerent
modelling paradigms followed by IFC and
CityGML, and in turn by BIM and 3D GIS.

For instance, IFC geometries follow three
diﬀerent representation paradigms (i.e.
CSG, Sweep Volumes and b-rep), while
volumetric geometries in CityGML are
solely represented with b-rep. Individual
objects in an IFC ﬁle (i.e. entities) are usually designed individually and have their
own coordinate system, while objects in a
CityGML ﬁle are usually modelled together
and in the same coordinate system. IFC
geometries are mostly representations of
a set of volumes but CityGML generally
models the visible surfaces of a building
(Figure 6). IFC models are often created

Many researchers and practitioners have
studied how to best share information between BIM and GIS, including models
that combine both approaches El-Mekawy
et al. [2012], the (automatic) generalisation
of detailed BIM data for GIS use Geiger
et al. [2015], adding more detail to GIS 3D
datasets Boeters et al. [2015], and the creation of automatic converters between IFC
and CityGML Donkers et al. [2016]. However, solutions on BIM and 3D GIS data integration are so far only partial since it is
very complex to reconcile all their diﬀer-
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ences. Even standard GIS software features
such as georeferencing can be a problem in
practice with IFC ﬁles. This makes it very
hard to share 3D information among diﬀerent users throughout the life-cycle of urban
and environmental processes (from planning, design and construction to maintenance).
The two domains of 3D GIS and BIM are
increasingly intersecting: BIM methodologies are applied to infrastructural works;
city models are getting more detailed; Smart
City concepts ask for an integrated reasoning on city infrastructure; and objectives towards sustainability urge for an approach
on multiple levels of detail. This will bring
added attention to the many open challenges in integrating 3D GIS and BIM data,
such as the automatic conversion of models,
the inclusion of appropriate semantics, and
the preparation of models for various types
of spatial analyses.

Figure 7: (a) gbXML building model
(Source:gbxml.org) (b+c) Spaces in
gbXML building model with and
without exterior walls.

gbXML12 (green building XML) is still a
new BIM standard and is gaining industry
support from leading BIM authoring and
analysis software vendors like Bentley and
Autodesk. It is an XML-based BIM standard that facilitates the transfer of building
information between diﬀerent BIM models and engineering environmental analy8 BIM and 3D GIS: BIM
sis tools. It provides extensive coverage of
gbXML and CityGML
the characteristics required for the building
energy domain. The gbXML schema comAt present, IFC and CityGML are the two prises nearly 400 elements and attributes
most popular standards used for modelling for storing information related to build3D objects in the BIM & 3D GIS domains. As ing geometry, weather data, spaces, thermentioned in Section 7, a lot of work is al- mal zones, surface adjacency information,
ready done in transforming IFC to CityGML etc. Sokolov and Crosby [2011]. The schema
and vice versa. But there is another BIM is based on the notion of Analytical Space
standard that is relevant for the BIM/3DGIS wherein a space represents a volume enclosed by surfaces. In a building, every
integration: gbXML.
closed volume is an analytical space which
is modelled as shell geometry Figure 7(b).
The building components like walls, roofs,
and ﬂoors are modelled as analytical surfaces Figure 7(c).

Figure 6: Two modelling paradigms: (left)
boundary representation as used
in
CityGML,
(middle+right)
space-ﬁlling representation as
used in IFC.

CityGML seems to be the best standard
for modelling the geometric-semantic relations of 3D city objects. But unlike gbXML,
it cannot be directly used as input by energy
simulation tools. It is therefore an interesting topic for future research to develop
a formal framework for the geometricsemantic transformation of 3D city objects
between the two standards, gbXML and
CityGML. By transforming 3D objects from
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